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Abstract
The Bidirectional Texture Function (BTF) is a suitable representation for the appearance of highly detailed surface structures under varying illumination and viewing conditions. Since real-time rendering of the full BTF data
is currently not feasible, approximations of the six-dimensional BTF are used such that the amount of data is
reduced and current graphics hardware can be exploited. While existing methods work well for materials with low
depth variation, realism is lost if the depth variation grows. In this paper we analyze this problem and devise a new
real-time rendering method, which provides significant improvements with respect to realism for such highly structured materials without sacrificing the general applicability and speed of previous algorithms. We combine our
approach with texture synthesis methods to drastically reduce the texture memory requirements and demonstrate
the capabilities of our new rendering method with several examples.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Color, shading, shadowing, and texture

1. Introduction
Realistic rendering of real-world objects incorporates complex geometric models and sophisticated modelling of the
object’s surface reflectance behavior. In the field of real-time
rendering, for many years the latter task has been covered
by the well-known Phong-Model 19 because of its simplicity and computational efficiency. The (lambertian) diffuse
term of the model was allowed to vary spatially via texture mapping. Due to the dramatic development of rendering hardware in the last few years, it became possible to
render surfaces using more enhanced and physically plausible approximations like the Lafortune 11 or the Ashikhmin
model 1 and even arbitrary bi-directional reflectance distribution functions (BRDFs) 8 in real-time. Since the BRDF
captures only the physical reflectance behavior of a uniform
surface element, Dana et al. introduced the bidirectional texture function (BTF) which can roughly be interpreted as a
tabulated BRDF-per-texel representation. Due to the pure
size of a BTF (hundreds of megabytes) real-time rendering
of the full data is currently not feasible. Hence approximations of the 6D-BTF are used.
Existing approaches to real-time BTF rendering assume
common BRDF models on a per-texel basis. Implementing
c The Eurographics Association 2003.

low-parameter but expressive models, this results in an extraordinary data compression as recently shown by McAllister et al. 17 . Although this kind of approach seems to work
well for materials with low-depth variation, it leads to unsatisfying results if the depth variation grows. In fact, one
experiences a significant loss of 3D-structure of the surface
and therefore a loss of realism in the visualization of highly
structured surfaces.
As main contributions of this paper, we first provide an
in-depth analysis of fitting existing reflectance functions to
BTF datasets. Based on the results and further observations,
we devise a new fitting function that approximates a BTF
by a set of reflectance fields. We show that this approach
results in drastically reduced fitting errors and thus significantly improves the visual quality of rendered images, at
the expense of slightly higher texture memory requirements.
In addition, we propose a real-time rendering algorithm for
the fitted data and present a method to reduce the amount of
texture memory required by our data representation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After reviewing related work in section 2 we analyze the BTFs of
highly depth-varying surfaces in greater detail in section 3.
In section 4 we present our new BTF approximation. In sec-
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tion 5 our hardware-accelerated rendering algorithm and its
integration within OpenSG are discussed. In section 6, we
describe our approach to texture memory reduction. Several
application examples of our method are shown in section 7.
Finally, we conclude and describe directions for future research in section 8.
2. Related Work
Truly realistic renderings of real world materials have to
simulate the four-dimensional BRDF(l,v) for every surface
point of a material. Such an approach is infeasible given today’s computing power and will likely remain in the near
future.
Although simple texture and bump map representations
lead to impressive results for very simple materials, more
complex models are required to simulate the real appearance of natural materials. Early results approximated a single BRDF by a Ward 24 or Lafortune 11 model. In 8 Kautz
and McCool approximate the four-dimensional BRDF by
a product of two two-dimensional functions g(l) and h(v)
which are stored as textures and combined during the rendering step. McCool et al. 18 improved the above method by
employing homomorphic factorization, leading to approximations with user-controllable quality features. The above
approaches were further improved by 20 , 21 and 13 , which
all enable the BRDF to be lit by image-based lighting while
relying on different approximation functions.
In the context of rendering spatially varying materials,
the polynomial texture maps (PTM) method by Malzbender
et al. 15 proved suitable for rendering scenes under varying
lighting conditions, as long as the viewpoint remains fixed.
Chen et al. 2 presented a different method for fixed illumination and variable viewpoint based on factorization methods.
Rendering spatially varying materials under varying light
and view conditions was made possible with the sixdimensional BTF representation introduced by Dana et al.
3 . Due to the enormous amount of data in a BTF, only few
real-time rendering algorithms have been published so far.
Kautz and Seidel 9 proposed to factor the pixelwise BRDF
- given as factors of simple reflectance models - into twodimensional functions and storing the values in textures that
are evaluated with hardware supported operations and dependent texture lookups. Unfortunately, their rendering algorithm yields unsatisfying results for more complex reflectance models which are not easily separable. In an approach similar to 21 Kautz et al. 10 rendered spatially varying BRDFs by simply employing higher-dimensional lookup tables. McAllister et al. 17 published a method that approximates the BTF by pixelwise Lafortune models, which
can efficiently be evaluated in current graphics hardware.
Daubert et al. 4 use a similar approach in rendering synthetic
cloth BTFs, but additionally modulate the pixelwise Lafortune models with a view-dependent factor in order to cope
with occlusion effects.

3. BTFs of Highly Depth-Varying Surfaces
The BTF can be defined as 2D RGB-texture that varies with
4D light and view direction. A high-quality sampling of this
function consisting of 256x256 texels in size and 81x81
poses for light and viewing direction contains more than
1.2GB of data. Even with today’s most powerful graphics
hardware real-time BTF rendering via linear interpolation of
the measured data is rather intractable. Thus, some kind of
lossy compression has to be used
If the per-texel data is assumed to exhibit a BRDFlike behavior, one can simply apply every known BRDF
model/approximation, e.g. spherical harmonics 27 , spherical wavelets 12 or analytical models like generalized cosine
lobes 11, 1 to name a few, to each texel independently. The
demand of real time rendering rules out linear-basis decompositions, since they tend to use too many coefficients in
modelling specularities or may not yet be implementable in
hardware. Unfortunately, analytical models are not always
suitable either, especially in the case of rough and highly
depth varying surfaces, for the following reasons:
• Forcing reciprocity - a basic assumption in analytic BRDF
models - leads to significant errors, since the BTF of a
rough surface captures also asymmetric effects like subsurface scattering. The measurement process and the required rectification of the reflectance images introduce additional asymmetry (see also section 4).
• The physical motivation of analytical models relies on
the fact that the micro geometry of the surface can be
modelled with a certain distribution of microfacets (see
e.g. 1 ), which is modulated by a shadowing and a Fresnel term. The (implicit) shadowing term of simple cosinelobe models is insufficient to express the discontinuous
shadowing and masking effects occurring on rough surfaces (see figure 1). In particular, they are not capable
of modelling the view-dependent effect of changing perceived normals which is experienced for materials with
high depth variation (see figure 2).

Figure 1: Spherical plot of a knitted wool BTF texel for two
different view directions (solid surface: measured data, red
wireframe: two-lobe Lafortune-fit). The model is not expressive enough to model the discontinuous changes in the data
and is bound to some average non-directional lobe.
Since neither linear interpolation of measured values nor
fitting of simple BRDF-style models can achieve both high
c The Eurographics Association 2003.
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Figure 2: Changing perceived normals. The perceived normal is averaged over all normals in the area of the beam
passing through a pixel on the screen. For varying view direction, completely different normals are perceived.

quality and real-time rendering, we propose in the following
a combination of the memory inefficient but high quality linear interpolation strategy for rendering the full BTF data and
the efficient yet low-quality fitting strategy.
3.1. 4D BTF-Slices
Fixing the incident direction l of a measured BTF dataset,
we arrive at a 4D function called the surface light field:
LFl (x, v) := BT F(x, l, v)
Surface light fields have been used in the task of 3Dphotography, enabling the rendering of novel views of realworld objects under a complex but fixed illumination 28, 2 .
Otherwise, fixing exitant direction v, the resulting function is the patch’s surface reflectance field:
RFv (x, l) := BT F(x, l, v)
As expected, reflectance fields are used in rendering of real
world objects under a fixed view with arbitrary illumination
7 and allow very compact representations 15 in the case of
mainly diffuse reflection. Matusik et al. captured a set of
sparse reflectance fields of an object enabling rendering of
arbitrary views under arbitrary (but low-frequency) illumination 16 .
Now we propose to implement BTF rendering as mapping and rendering a discrete set of discrete light fields or reflectance fields of the measured surface onto arbitrary geometry. Employing either light- or reflectance fields, the color
of a BTF-textured surface element with texture coordinate x
given local light and view direction (l, v) can be computed
as follows:
• Approximate the BTF by a set of independently fit
light/reflectance fields.
• Compute the color of x according to every fitted
light/reflectance field and interpolate the final color from
the partial results.
4. Reflectance Field BTF Approximation
During our research, we tested both reflectance field and
light field approximation and we found that the surface rec The Eurographics Association 2003.

Figure 3: Plot of the Er , Ei series for one texel of the corduroy dataset.

flectance field is better suited for approximation in our approach. This can be explained by inherent BTF asymmetry,
which will be discussed in the following subsection.
4.1. BTF Asymmetry
Figure 3 depicts a plot of the energy contained in a single
texel in each light- or reflectance field of the corduroy BTF,
where Mi , Mr denote the sets of measured light/view directions respectively. Note, that both series would be identical
in the case of a reciprocal BRDF at the texel (and Mi = Mr ).
In our case, Er exhibits much more discontinuities (arising
from depth variation) than Ei especially for grazing angles.
There are two main reasons for that:
• Interreflections and subsurface-scattering from neighboring texels and the fact that it is not possible to build a
purely directional light source for the measurement process let the light act like a low-pass filter on the surface
structure. In contrast, the small aperture of the camera
provides a fairly directional view direction.
• Due to the rectification process the images of a light field
are convolved with different, view-dependent smoothing kernels of increasing size. This increases the lightintegration domain even further.
We conclude, that changes in light direction are smoother
than changes in view direction. This was also noted by
Malzbender et al.15 in the case of mainly diffuse surfaces.
Therefore the reflectance field is better suited for fitting by
compact functional representations (e.g. polynomials) than
the light field. The discontinuous view-dependence will be
preserved by our approach, since the piecewise linear function as induced by the linear interpolation captures this highfrequency content of the data.
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4.2. A Non-Linear Reflectance Field Approximation
An implementation of our approach can now be obtained by
applying view interpolation and a suitable reflectance field
approximation. This fit should be efficiently renderable on
today’s consumer graphics hardware and minimize the approximation error. At a first glance, PTMs appear to be a
suitable candidate, since their hardware implementation is
straight-forward. But the use of PTMs has a few shortcomings concerning realism:
• Specular peaks and hard shadows are blurred significantly
(as mentioned in 15 ).
• The polynomial doesn’t fade away for grazing incident
angles (compare figures 4 and 5).
Instead we propose the following non-linear approximation
for the reflectance field:


av,i (x)
RFv (x, l) ≈ ∑ sv,i (x, l) = ∑ h bv,i (x)  , l i nv,i (x) (1)
i=1
i=1
cv,i (x)
k

k



with sv,i (x, l) similar to a Lafortune lobe discarding the
exitant direction. h , i denotes the scalar product. This model
is well suited for fitting specularities and directional diffuse
lobes. The parameter k controls the number of lobes. We
have found k = 2 as being sufficient for satisfying results
(see table 1 and figure 5 for comparisons of fitting errors,
and figure 4 for results of the 2-lobe fit). Since the fit is performed on the luminance data, the final color is computed
as in 15 . A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used for the
fitting11, 17, 14 . Convergence is improved via detecting principal directions with a high-pass filter and using the recovered
directions as an initialization for the optimization.
original

2 lobes

difference

PTM

difference

Figure 5: Spherical plot of a reflectance field and the fit
(In red wireframe. Left: PTM, Right: Non-linear, 2 lobes)
for one texel. Note the undesirable behavior of the PTM at
grazing angles and how well the non-linear method fits the
directional lobe.
Data set
curdoroy
wool
Proposte

Lafortune(2 lobes)
0.11658
0.08201
0.12033

PTM
0.06176
0.05183
0.07459

Non-linear(k=2)
0.04176
0.03334
0.06549

Table 1: Average luminance difference between data and
model. Applying our reflectance field approximation, the
error is significantly reduced compared to fitting a single
Lafortune model to the whole data set.

5. Real-Time Rendering
Rendering BTF approximations in real-time still imposes
a challenge both on the rendering method and the graphics hardware used for visualization. The advent of graphics
processing units (GPUs) implementing the Pixel Shader 2.0
specification opened up new possibilities for pixelwise realtime rendering by introducing new operations and increasing the amount of operations that can be processed per pixel.
An additional, huge improvement for the quality of real-time
rendered images was the introduction of a full floating point
pixel pipeline, which omits frequent rounding and clamping
errors in the processing stage.
In the first following subsection, we will describe the
formula that our hardware-accelerated real-time rendering algorithm has to evaluate. Then we describe our data
representation and present the rendering step for a single reflectance field. Afterwards, we introduce our viewinterpolation scheme and point out its implications on the
full rendering step. Finally, we describe how we combined
our rendering method with the open source scene graph
OpenSG.
5.1. Rendering Equation

Figure 4: Comparison of the fitting methods: results for different view directions (bottom: θl = 90 ◦ ). While our 2-lobe
model generates some specular highlights, the PTM shows
the grazing angle problem.

The task of the rendering algorithm is to evaluate, for each
surface point x, the following formula:
Lr (x, v) =

Z

fr,x (v, l)Li (l)(n · l) dl

(2)

Ωi
c The Eurographics Association 2003.
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where fr,x is the BRDF in point x, Li is the incoming radiance, Ωi is the incident hemisphere over the surface point
x, n is the surface normal and Lr is the exitant radiance.
In the presence of a finite number of point light sources
only, the integral reduces to a sum. Substituting f r,x by our
reflectance fields approximation from equation 1 and interpolating the view direction, we obtain the final equation:

Lr (x, v) =
=

∑

l∈L

∑

∑

!

wv (v)RFv (x, l) Li (l)(n · l)

v∈N(v)

v∈N(v)

wv (v) ∑ (RFv (x, l)Li (l)(n · l))

pixel by using the view direction as index into the above
mentioned cube maps. By assigning the identifier value to
the z coordinate of our current 2D texture coordinates, we
get 3D texture coordinates which can be used to lookup the
color and parameters for the surface point from the 3D textures. We evaluate the pixel’s luminance following equation
1 and additionally check for every light source, whether the
angle between the triangle’s normal and the light direction
is greater than 90 ◦ , in which case we neglect the contribution of this light source. After summing up the contributions,
we multiply with the surface point’s average color to get the
final output of the fragment shader.

(3)

l∈L

where L represents the set of light sources, N(v) denotes
the index set of view directions from the measured BTF data
that are neighboring v, and wv denotes the weight for the
reflectance field RFv . Please note that the current view direction v denotes a different entity than the index v to the view
directions from the measured data.
5.2. Data Representation
Since the evaluation of our rendering equation requires the
lookup of several, reflectance field dependent values, we
store them in textures that can be accessed by the pixel
shaders. In order to lookup the weights wv for the specific
reflectance fields given a view direction v, we utilize cube
maps storing pairs of weights and identifiers for the reflectance fields.
The parameters av,k , bv,k , cv,k , and nv,k that determine the
shape of the k-th lobe for a given reflectance field RFv are
stored in 2D textures. Gathering all those 2D textures for
a predefined lobe k over all reflectance fields and stacking
them, we arrive at a 3D texture. Using this 3D texture representation, we can access all reflectance fields in the pixel
shader program by binding a single texture only. In an analogous way, we store the average per pixel color per reflectance
field in a 3D texture with the fourth texture component remaining for an additional alpha component.

5.4. Reflectance Field Interpolation
One main task that remains for rendering is the computation
of the weights wv (v) and the selection of the number of reflectance fields to interpolate from. We found that a simple
scheme interpolating the four closest measured view directions yields excellent results.
As mentioned above, we utilize cube maps to lookup closest measured view directions and their interpolation weights.
For every pixel (i.e. view direction) in the cube map, we first
transform the view vector from cartesian to spherical coordinates (θv , φv ). We then choose the closest θ values from the
existing measurement data. Next, for each such θ, we determine the closest φ values. These four samples determine the
four closest measured view directions and their reflectance
fields. The according weights wv are computed via bilinear interpolation (please note that the measured samples are
non-uniformly spread). Two pairs (wv , v) are stored in each
cube map, resulting in a total number of two cube maps for
storing the four closest entities.

Since the evaluation of our lobes requires the view vector
to be transformed into a local coordinate system, we precompute these transformation matrices for the triangles, interpolate them at vertices and pass them as multitexturing
coordinates. The mesh is compiled into a display list.

This implies that we have to repeat the above rendering for
a single reflectance field four times. During the first step, we
compute the pixel’s color according to the first and second of
the four closest reflectance fields, multiply the resulting luminances by the average colors for the reflectance field and
the weights wv , and add them. In the second step, the pixel’s
color according to the third and fourth closest reflectance
field are computed and added to the previous result, either
by a direct sum or by blending if multi-pass rendering has to
be employed. Since our interpolation scheme guarantees the
weights to accumulate to one and since the weights change
smoothly with varying directions, the result looks very convincing.

5.3. Rendering a Single Reflectance Field

5.5. Rendering within OpenSG

Our rendering equation is evaluated completely in the pixel
shaders. First the view-vector and the light-directions (either point or directional light sources) are transformed into
the local coordinate system interpolated from the local coordinate systems specified per vertex. Next, we determine
the identifiers of the closest reflectance fields for the current

Integrating our rendering algorithm into OpenSG unfortunately poses various problems on the developer, since neither multipass-rendering nor floating-point image formats
are currently supported. Despite these challenges, we decided to use it as the rendering environment since this way
we can easily utilize the already implemented features of the
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Figure 6: Results from texture synthesis (left: Proposte, middle: corduroy, right: knitted wool). The small images represent
exemplary views of the samples, the large images the according views from the synthesized images.

scene graph system. In order to implement BTF rendering,
we derived several classes from the OSGStateChunk, one
for each fitting method that we tested. Since the OSGImage
class does not support floating-point valued images so far,
we extended our chunks by the ability, to read their own file
format (the number of parameters is different every time)
and to manage the textures by themselves. In addition, the
chunks are used to load and manage the cube map data.
To get around the multi-pass rendering problem, we derived a class from OSGDrawableMaterial, which switches
the state between the two different rendering passes. Unfortunately, this becomes only possible by handling the display
lists of the BTF textured models ourselves. The second task
of this class is to compute the local texture coordinate systems for every triangle of the model and to specify these as
multi-texture coordinates in the display lists.
6. Memory Reduction
Due to the frequent use of 3D texture maps and floatingpoint entries in the texture slices, our rendering method turns
out to be rather memory consuming (about 400 MB for a
256 × 256 BTF with 81 reflectance fields). In addition, the
BTF renderer has to cope with the problem of applying materials of large extent in the presence of small samples only
without introducing neither noticeable cracks or seams nor
obvious repetitions.
The solution for both problems are texture synthesis algorithms, which generate textures of arbitrary size similar in
appearance to example textures, which are provided as input.
Several such algorithms were published in the past, most for
synthesis of flat 2D textures (e.g. 25, 6, 30 ), others directly synthesize on geometric models (e.g. 23, 26, 29 ). Recently, Tong et
al. 22 published a specialized texture synthesis algorithm for
BTF data, which we used in our implementation.
In their analysis step, the BTF is considered a 2D texture with entries of dimension n, where n equals the number
of different view- and lighting conditions during the measurement process. To reduce this huge amount of data, the

m most significant view- and lighting conditions are determined and only their values are used for future computations. With a k-means clustering algorithm, r so called textons are computed that represent the cluster centers. Similarities among these textons are precomputed. Every entry in
the 2D texture representing the BTF is finally assigned its
closest texton.
The synthesis step presented originally directly works on
arbitrary objects, but for our purpose, a planar synthesis is
sufficient. Like in other texture synthesis algorithms, a new
texture is generated by starting with a random texton and
subsequent addition of textons that fit their already synthesized neighborhood. Other than texture synthesis algorithms,
Tong’s algorithm does not copy texton values from the example to the new texture but instead stores texture coordinates referencing the example texture. This indirection necessitates an additional dependent texture lookup during rendering but saves huge amounts of texture memory especially
for large BTF textures.
For the materials we measured, we found that even using small samples only, the overall structure and appearance
was well preserved in the synthesized BTF textures (Proposte and corduroy require samples of size 642 while the
higher structured knitted wool requires 962 ). Figure 6 shows
synthesis examples for the three different materials. While
the algorithm achieved good results for knitted wool and
Proposte, the random component of the algorithm destroys
the uniformity of the corduroy sample which contains a single, uniform orientation direction. Even the hierarchical approach from 22 is not powerful enough to solve this problem.
Since the underlying algorithm used to generate the synthesis result does not directly influence our rendering method,
we still expect our approach to texture memory reduction to
be useful for all kinds of materials.
The additional indirection from the synthesized texture reduces the memory requirements per material to about 25 MB
(24 MB for a 642 BTF base texture including 81 different reflection fields and floating-point precision values; less than 1
MB for a 2562 index texture from the texture synthesis step).
c The Eurographics Association 2003.
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7. Results
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overflows lead to single incorrect pixel colors (either black
or white). Using 16 bit floating point values, these problems
occurred more frequently.
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Our rendering algorithm was implemented using a ATI
Radeon 9700 graphics board for visualization, whose limited
number of dependent texture lookups requires two separate
rendering passes. Figures 7 and 8 show example images of
models that were rendered in real-time.

8. Conclusions
In this work, we presented an in-depth analysis of the realtime rendering problem for highly depth varying BTF materials. We demonstrated why existing algorithms have problems with such materials and proposed a new method that
achieves high-quality results at the expense of consuming
more texture memory than existing real-time methods. To alleviate the memory problem, we showed how our algorithm
can easily be combined with existing texture synthesis algorithms to significantly reduce the memory requirements.
Unfortunately, the memory reduction approach is not suitable for materials with high-level structure like newspapers
or paintings, which are found frequently in the real world.
Nevertheless, virtual environments are usually dominated by
rather homogenous materials, for which the approach yields
good results.
For future work, we will combine our BTF rendering
method with image based lighting, test several different texture synthesis algorithms, try to further reduce the amount
of memory required by our method, and fully integrate our
method into OpenSG.
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Figure 8: Examples: left knitted wool, right Proposte. Note
the desired flattening effects for grazing viewing angles on
the bunny and the specular highlights on the fish, which
are both experienced in reality. Flattening effects (see figure 2) occur because the small creases in the material are
no longer visible for grazing viewing angles.
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